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The UN Sustainable Development Goals

17 Goals, 169 Targets for People, for Planet
 The UN SDGs are universal call to end poverty, 

protect the planet and improve the lives and 
prospects for everyone and everywhere. 

 Adopted in 2015 by all member states to find shared 
solutions to the world's urgent challenges by 2030.

 To deliver progress on the 17 SDGs, the UN Food 
Systems Summit was hold in 2021 with the aim to 
launch bold new actions related to Food Systems.

 “Food Systems” refers to all the elements and 
activities related to producing and consuming food, 
and their effects, including economic, health, and 
environmental outcomes.

Niles et al., 2017
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No 
“one-size-
fits-all” 
solution

Seed is the 
Most critical 
input!

RegulationsClimate ChangeFarmers Trade Consumers

Food Systems is Complex…
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Food 
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actions tracks

Global Seed Sector Commits to UN SDGs



Plant Breeding Innovation

• Breeding is not a new 
science
• Yield, taste, nutritional quality, drought, 

salinity, disease resistances, pests, etc… 
• 80+ of Crops + thousands of researchers + 

hundreds of breeding programs.

• Breeders’ toolbox has 
expanded
• Genome editing 
• CRISPR/CAS9 has democratized the 

technology, ease and robustness
• The technology is improving fast (tools, 

deliveries, applications)
• Use of the technology is orphan crops and in 

polypoloid genomes

Belhaj K. et al., 2018 CRISPR Crops - Plant Genome 
editing towards diseases resistance Annual Rev 
Phytopathology       



Development of Products is Accelerated via Genome 
Editing 

610,000 years of brassica domestication 3 years with gene editing



Three Ways That Genome Editing Will Help Address 
Global Challenges In Agriculture 
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Create high 
value 

differentiated 
products by 

design

Editing 
for 

traits

Understand 
and unlock 

genome 
potential

Editing 
to learn

Accelerate 
development 

of game 
changing 
genetics

Editing 
to 

breed



The latest breeding methods 
provide opportunities to target 
global challenges as well as 
local needs and can help us 
achieve sustainable agriculture 
production and food security. 
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Seed Sector is looking for: 
• Consistent, science-based approach for 

regulatory oversight 
• Agreement among governments on the 

criteria to determine the scope of regulatory 
oversight

Underlying principle: 
“Plant varieties developed through the latest 
breeding methods should not be differentially 
regulated if they are similar or indistinguishable 
from varieties that could have been produced 
through earlier breeding methods.”

PBI – Predictable Science Based Regulations are 
Necessary!



Divergence & Convergence In International Regulatory Policies



PBI Contribution 
Seed Choice for Farmers 

• Create the opportunity to 
make informed seed 
choices

• Seed needs to be accessible 
to meet the needs of the 
farmers!



“A world where the 
best quality seed is accessible
to all, supporting sustainable 
agriculture and food security.”
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Seed is Life
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